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QUOTE FLOW SYSTEMS

INTRODUCTION
Why do most tradies cringe at the thought of preparing a quote?

Quoting is a major part of winning work (or losing it). That’s why getting your quotes 
right will result in more conversions – and ultimately, more profit for your business. 

By improving your quote-flow system, you can prepare professional quotes quickly 
and with clarity, and make an excellent first impression on the customer.

As trade business owners ourselves, we developed 5 cheat sheet flowcharts to 
provide our team with the exacts steps on how to manage different quoting stages:

1. Meeting the customer
2. Designing a detailed quote/estimate
3. Presenting the quote and seeking approval
4. Arranging an external meeting
5. Following up the quote/estimate

In our trade business, implementing systems like these have allowed us to create 
more freedom in our lives because now, the business runs efficiently without us.

Let us show you how!

To your success,

Andy and Angela Smith own Dr. DRiP 
Plumbing and are co-founders of Lifestyle Tradie 
Group, an award-winning online education hub 
and community for trade business owners who 
want to make more profit and fast-track freedom.
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QUOTE FLOW SYSTEMS

Preparing professional quotes is critical 
to every trade business. The purpose of 
adopting a step-by-step system is to take the 
guesswork out of each quote. 

Here is a snapshot of each 
stage of quoting:

1. Meeting the customer
First impressions happen in 30 seconds. What 
first impression do you and your team make 
on your customers? Do you take advantage of 
delivering the quote while on-site to increase 
conversions? Do you ask for the sale?

2. Designing a detailed quote/
estimate
The step-by-step system allows you to take all 
that information out of your head and into a 
formal structure you can share with your team. 
This way, you can develop more detailed and 
accurate quotes to wow your customer.

3. Arrange external meeting
Without the decision maker in the room when 
you’re presenting important information, your 
quote will more than likely fall on deaf ears. 
Set yourself up for success with this critical 
‘meeting’ flowchart. 

4. Presenting the quote and 
seeking approval
By following this flowchart, you will impress 
customers and improve your confidence 
knowing you have prepared a thorough and well-
formatted quote that captures all the relevant 
and important details, for consideration.

5. Following up the quote/
estimate
Stay in contact with your customer after you’ve 
presented the quote. This is not a set-and-forget 
process. Be persistent, in a strategic way. Follow 
up, by phone, to discuss the quote whether you 
have won or lost it.

HOW TO QUOTE 
LIKE A PRO
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CHEAT SHEET 1
Meeting the customer

Copyright © 2019 Lifestlyle Tradie Group Pty Ltd.
Reproduction or redistribution of this document is strictly prohibited without the written 

permission of Lifestyle Tradie Group Pty Ltd.
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CHEAT SHEET 2
Designing a detailed quote/estimate

Copyright © 2019 Lifestlyle Tradie Group Pty Ltd.
Reproduction or redistribution of this document is strictly prohibited without the written 

permission of Lifestyle Tradie Group Pty Ltd.
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CHEAT SHEET 3
Arranging an external meeting

Copyright © 2019 Lifestlyle Tradie Group Pty Ltd.
Reproduction or redistribution of this document is strictly prohibited without the written 

permission of Lifestyle Tradie Group Pty Ltd.
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CHEAT SHEET 4
Presenting The Quote And Seeking Approval

Copyright © 2019 Lifestlyle Tradie Group Pty Ltd.
Reproduction or redistribution of this document is strictly prohibited without the written 

permission of Lifestyle Tradie Group Pty Ltd.
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CHEAT SHEET 5
Following up quote /estimate

Copyright © 2019 Lifestlyle Tradie Group Pty Ltd.
Reproduction or redistribution of this document is strictly prohibited without the written 

permission of Lifestyle Tradie Group Pty Ltd.
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WHAT NOW?

P.S. Whenever you’re ready, there are two ways we can help you take your trade business to the next level:

1. Book a 15-minute strategy session with Andy Smith. Discuss your business goals by phone and get 
started on your journey to making more profit. Phone: 1800 704 822

2. Meet Andy and Ange at our next live event. We share tried-and-tested systems and strategies you can 
apply in your trade business: www.lifestyletradie.com.au/quoteflow

Thanks for asking …

Firstly, if you have any tradie mates who would benefit from using these 5 cheat sheet 
flowcharts, do them a favour and pass them on!

They’ll love you for helping them make more money by quoting like a pro!

Secondly, get in touch with your thoughts on how this step-by-step quoting system has 
worked for you in your business. 

info@lifestyletradie.com.au

Until then,

Andy & Ange


